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1 
Autonomous Agent System

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to systems of autonomous agents. The invention relates particularly to 

computer-implemented modelling in a network of autonomous agents.

Background to the Invention

Autonomous agents are becoming more prevalent in everyday life. Nevertheless, where 

autonomous agents need to update themselves by abstracting relevant information from data, several 

problems arise mainly concerned with costs and reliability. In this context costs are meant both in 

terms of power needed to keep their models updated and in terms of communication bandwidth 

needed to share experience among agents; while reliability is linked to the risk that under unknown 

circumstances the autonomous model updating process can generate incorrect agent behaviour 

thus creating a potential risk for the environment in which the agent is performing. Power costs are 

for example influenced by the optimization process of finding or adapting the parameters of a tunable 

model using the available data. Model fitting is at the core of any machine learning or artificial 

intelligence system and it is generally the most expensive aspect in terms of computational 

resources thus in terms of both power and time.

The computational effort needed to fit a model is proportional to a power, greater than or equal to 

one, of the number of data samples that are o be learned. Thus, the cost of model fitting on data is 

considerable in applications where the amount of data tends to rapidly grow. For example, if a model 

exhibits a quadratic dependence between the amount of training data and the training time then, 

whenever the amount of training data doubles, the time needed to train the model increases by a 

factor of 4. Also, adaptive training techniques that update an already trained model as new data 

becomes available increase the overall cost of computation, even if they better distribute it over 

time.

Knowledge transfer across agents is also an important factor. Transferring data samples is not 

efficient because each agent then pays the price of retraining itself on the transferred data. 

Transferring models that are already adapted to data samples may on the other hand generate 

conflicts between different model interpretations.

Another concern relates to the probability that a system which automatically adapts the way it 

interacts with the environment can accidentally override some security constraints thus 

compromising the environment in which it performs. Even if this kind of risk can be mitigated with 

specific security oriented designs, a general purpose solution to contain this risk regardless of the 

specific applicative context is still missing.
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It would be desirable to mitigate the problems outlined above.

Summary of the Invention

A first aspect of the invention comprises a computing system comprising:

a computer-implemented central modelling system; and

a plurality of agents in communication with said central modelling system, each agent being 

configured to operate in an environment in accordance with at least one computational model and to 

send agent data to said central monitoring system,

said central modelling system comprising:

at least one data storage device for storing

data representing at least one computational model and

a plurality of data records,

a feature extractor configured to extract features from said agent data, and

a modelling engine configured to train said at least one computational model using 

said data records,

wherein, upon receipt of said agent data from any one of said agents by said central modelling 

system, a corresponding data record is created and stored by said central modelling system, said 

data record including at least one feature extracted from said agent data by said feature extractor, 

and wherein, in response to a request from any one of said agents for a new computational model, 

said central modelling system sends to the requesting agent a trained computational model, said 

trained computational model comprising any one of said at least one computational models trained 

by said modelling engine on data records received from any of said agents and stored by said 

central modelling system.

Preferably said trained computational model is trained on data records that are determined by said 

central modelling system to be similar to agent data received from said requesting agent. Said 

central modelling system may be configured to determine which of said data records are similar to 

said agent data from said requesting agent using said at least one feature of said data records.

In preferred embodiments the, or each, computational model comprises a parametric model with one 

or more parameters, and wherein to train any one of said parametric models, said modelling engine 

is configured to determine a respective value for the or each parameter using a plurality of said data 

records. Said modelling engine may be configured to determine a respective value for the or each 

parameter by comparing said data records, preferably two at a time, using an objection evaluation 

function.
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Said trained computational model sent to said requesting agent comprises data representing the 

respective parametric model and data indicating the, or each, determined parameter value for the 

parametric model.

In preferred embodiments each instance of said agent data comprises a first element comprising 

data of a first type, and optionally a second element comprising data of a second type. Each data 

record stored by said central modelling system may comprise a first element comprising data of a 

third type and a second element, said second data element comprising data of said first type and 

optionally data of said second type, wherein said data of said third type comprises data representing 

at least one feature of said data of said first type and optionally of said data of said second type. 

Typically, upon receipt of each instance of agent data from any one of said agents, said central 

modelling system creates a corresponding data record in which said data of said third type 

comprises data representing at least one feature of said data of said first type included in the first 

element of the respective instance of agent data, and optionally of said data of said second type 

included in said second element of the respective instance of agent data, and in which said second 

element of said data record comprises said respective instance of agent data.

Typically said feature extractor is configured to process said agent data using one or more feature 

extraction algorithm to produce the or each feature for the respective instance of agent data.

Said at least one feature extracted from said agent data may comprise data indicating at least one 

characteristic of the respective instance of agent data.

In typical embodiments, one or more of said agents comprises a computing device comprising at 

least one sensor for sensing at least one characteristic of the environment, and wherein said agent 

data comprises data indicative of the or each sensed characteristic.

In typical embodiments, one or more of said agents comprises a computing device comprising at 

least one output device for interacting with said environment.

Said agent data may comprise data indicative of a status of the respective agent. Said agent data 

may comprise data indicative of one or more actions of the respective agent.

Preferred embodiments further include a system for controlling the quality of said at least one 

computational model, said quality control system comprising:

a model quality assessment system configured to determine if any one of said computational 

models meets one or more quality requirements; and

a model revision system configured to revise or replace any one or more of said 

computational models,
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wherein, upon determination by said model quality assessment system that a computational model 

fails to meet one or more of said quality requirements, said quality control system sends data 

representing said failed computational model to said model revision system for revision or 

replacement, and receives from said model revision system a revised computational model or a 

replacement computational model. Said model revision system may comprise at least one expert 

computer system and/or at least one computing device of a human expert. In use, the system may 

be in communication with said model revision system across a telecommunications network.

Preferred embodiments further include a system for controlling the quality of said agent data and/or 

at least part of said data records, said quality control system comprising:

a data quality assessment system configured to determine if any instance of said data meets 

one or more quality requirements; and

a data revision system configured to revise or replace any one or more instances of said 

data,

wherein, upon determination by said data quality assessment system that an instance of data fails to 

meet one or more of said quality requirements, said quality control system sends the failed data to 

said data revision system for revision or replacement, and receives from said data revision system 

revised data or replacement data.

Optionally said data revision system comprises at least one expert computer system and/or at least 

one computing device of a human expert. The system may be in communication with said data 

revision system across a telecommunications network.

Preferably at least one and preferably all of said agents are configured to adopt a default 

computational model in the event that said central modelling system fails to provide a new 

computational model within a time limit after being requested.

Advantageously, embodiments of the invention employ techniques to increase efficiency and reliability 

of data modelling with particular application to autonomous agents.

Preferred embodiments provide a system that improves efficiency and reliability while reducing 

power consumption and complexity in an autonomous agents’ framework. In particular 

preferred embodiments comprise a set, or framework, of one or more autonomous agents, 

and a central modelling system, and preferably also a behavioural default prevention support 

system.

An autonomous agent may be said to comprise a device that is capable of sensing, and typically 

interacting with, the environment in which it works by evaluating a mathematical, or computational, 

model. Accordingly, the device typically comprises a suitably programmed computing device. 

The computational model, as evaluated by an agent, takes the agent’s status and the sensed 

environment as input, and produces one or more output that determines or otherwise affects the 
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agent’s behaviour. In preferred embodiments, the central modelling system is configured to 

accomplish three main tasks: to collect and organize data accordingto their meaning (semantic 

organization); to produce agents’ models; and to ensure that the models behave correctly even in 

unseen scenarios, so preventing or mitigating damage to the environment. To accomplish the last 

task, the preferred central modelling system is co-operable with a behavioural default prevention 

support system, which may comprise a polling interface that can poll different kinds of resources, for 

example any one or more of software simulators) (sometimes referred to as a simulation playground), 

controlled environment simulator(s) (sometimes referred to as a simulation playground) and/or 

expert(s), e.g. human experts or expert computer systems.

Systems embodying the invention may be used in a wide variety of applications including, but not 

limited to, monitoring of electrical systems, monitoring of chemical systems, video surveillance 

systems, brain computer interface (BCI) systems.

Further advantageous aspects of the invention will become apparent to those ordinarily skilled in the 

art upon review of the following description of a specific embodiment and with reference to the 

accompanying drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

An embodiment of the invention is now described by way of example and with reference to the 

accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a computer-implemented data modelling system embodying one 

aspect of the invention, the system including autonomous agents interacting with a central 

modelling system exposing a data storage interface and a behaviourally secure modelling system 

interface;

FIG. 2 is a more detailed block diagram of an embodiment of the central modelling system;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of data models and a feature extractor component;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a central memory component with a topological component;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the central modelling system’s data storage interface and 

the flows to log and retrieve data form the central memory;

FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a modelling engine component with a detail of a model training 

component;
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FIG.7 is a block diagram illustrating a behaviour default prevention support system within the 

central modelling system, with details of a polling system and data and model revision flows;

FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating the behaviourally secure modelling system interface with details 

of a data modelling interface workflow;

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an embodiment of an autonomous agent;

FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating the agents’ interactions with the central modelling system to 

log their data;

FIG. 11 illustrates an example of the flows within the central modelling system in response to the 

request of a new model made by an agent;

FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating a central modelling system with a continuous learning 

component and how knowledge can be gained from experts regardless of the agent’s experience;

FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating an optional extension of the modelling engine which allows 

storage and retrieval of trained models; and

FIG. 14 illustrates the system configured to achieve continuous learning and to forcibly update 

autonomous agents model.

Detailed Description of the Drawings

Referring now in particular to FIG. 1 of the drawings, there is shown an autonomous agent system 

100 embodying one aspect of the invention. The system 100 comprises a central modelling system 

210 that exposes a data storage interface 220 and preferably a behaviourally secure modelling 

interface 230. The system 100 also includes at least one but typically a plurality of autonomous 

agents 910, each one being exposed to a respective environment 901. The agents 910 and the 

central modelling system may communicate with one another across any convenient 

telecommunications network(s).

Each agent 901 may be exposed to a different respective environment 901, or any two or more 

agents 910 may be exposed to the same environment 901. The agents 910 interact with the central 

modelling system 210 by means of any one or both of its exposed interfaces 220, 230, using any 

convenient respective interaction protocol(s) supported by interfaces 220, 230. The protocols may 

be the same or different as is convenient. The central modelling system 210 and the interaction 

protocols jointly contribute to solve the cost and the reliability problems in an autonomous agent 

framework, as is embodied by the plurality of agents 910 in this instance.
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7
As would be apparent to a skilled person, the central monitoring system 210 may be implemented by 

one or more computers running appropriately configured computer software. The interfaces and 

protocols may comprise any suitable type of computer-usable interface or computer-usable 

protocols.

Referring now in particularto FIG. 2, the preferred central modelling system 21 0 is configured 

to perform at least data storage functionality, and preferably also behaviourally secure 

modelling functionality, each functionality being exposed to the agents 910 by means of the 

respective interface 220, 230. More particularly, the preferred central modelling system 21 0 

comprises: a feature extraction component FE 301 (illustrated in more detail in FIG. 3), a central 

memory component CM 410 (illustrated in more detail in FIG. 4), a modelling engine component 

ME 610 (illustrated in more detail in FIG. 6), and a behavioural default prevention support system 

BDPSS 710 (illustrated in more detail in FIG. 7).

The data storage interface 220 (illustrated in more detail in FIG. 5) provides access to the feature 

extraction component FE 301, and to the central memory component CM 410. In FIG. 2, the 

interface 220 is comprised of interface component 510 and communication component 211. The 

data storage interface component 510 comprises a data logging interface component 511 which 

enables storage of data within the central memory CM 410 and a data retrieval interface component 512 

which enables retrieval of stored data from the central memory CM 410.

The behaviourally secure modelling interface 230 (illustrated in more detail in FIG. 8) provides 

access to the modelling engine component ME 610, and to the behavioural default prevention 

support system BDPSS 710. In FIG. 2, the interface 230 is comprised of interface component 810 

and communications component 211. The behaviourally secure modelling interface component 810 

comprises a data modelling interface component 811.

The interfaces 220,230 exposed by the central modelling system 210 are accessible by the agents 

910 through one or more communication channels, which may be cryptographically secured by any 

conventional means. In the illustrated embodiment, all the necessary functionalities needed to 

support the communication channels are provided by the communication component CB 211.

The central modelling system 210 eliminates or at least reduces training costs associated with 

the agents 910. Moreover, the provision of a central modelling system 210 that is responsible fbrchanging 

the agents’ 910 behaviour allows checking and quality control of agent behaviour, thereby preventing 

or reducing damage to the respective environment caused by the agents.

Referring now in particularto FIG.3 interactions between the agents 910 and the central modelling 

system 210 through the data storage interface 220 involves the exchange of data, e.g. in the form 

of data records or data samples, compliant with a first data model (or structure) DM1, i.e. capable 

of being represented by the first data model DM1. The data model DM1 comprises at least a first 
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type T1 of data and optionally a second type T2 of data different from the first type T1. Therefore, 

data compliant with data model DM1 comprises a first data element of data type T1 and 

optionally a second data element of data type T2. In this context a data record may for example 

comprise data obtained from a database, while a data sample may comprise data produced by a 

sensor, e.g. a measurement.

A second data model (or structure) DM2 is used within the central modelling system 210, DM2 

comprising first and second different types of data, the first type being of type F and the 

second type being compliant with data model DM1, i.e. comprising data capable of being 

represented by data model DM1. For data model DM2 both data types are mandatory. Therefore, 

data compliant with data mode DM2 comprises a first data element of data type F and a second data 

element that is compliant with data model DM1.

In the present context the data models DM1, DM2 may be regarded as structures or formats for the 

respective data types. Any data types may be used to create data conforming to the models. For 

example, the data type may be a data sample measured by a sensor, or a data record from a 

database, or data extracted from an electronic file. In preferred embodiments, the type of the data 

indicates the semantics of the data rather than the format of the data.

In preferred embodiments, data type T1 may be any data type that is suitable for use as an input to a 

mathematical or computational model, and typically also for use as an output of a mathematical or 

computational model. By way of example, data type T1 may comprise data representing a 

measurement or other detection made by a sensor (sensor output data), or data representing one or 

more aspects of the status of an agent 901 or data representing one or more actions taken by an 

agent 901.

Data type T2 is preferably a type that is suitable for use as an output of a mathematical model, but is 

typically not suitable for use as an input to the mathematical model. For example, data type T2 may 

comprise data determining or indicating how an agent interacts with its environment (e.g. control 

data for the agent or profile data for the agent).

In preferred embodiments, data type F is a type that is the result of any relevant data processing of 

data type T1, for example feature extraction data. As is described in more detail hereinafter, feature 

extraction data may be used to organise semantic memory in preferred embodiments.

By way of example, a mathematical model implemented by the system may take data of type T1 as 

an input and produce data of type T2 as an output (this may for example be the case in a supervised 

learning scenario); a mathematical model implemented by the system may take data of type T1 as 

an input and produce data of type T1 as an output (this may for example be the case in an 

unsupervised learning scenario and/or a data filtering scenario); a mathematical model implemented 
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by the system may take data of type T1 as an input and produce data of types T1 and T2 as an 

output (this may for example be the case in a supervised data filtering scenario).

Data compliant with data model DM2 may be said to comprise an extended version of the 

corresponding data that is compliant with data model DM1, i.e. comprising data compliant with data 

model DM1 and data of type F that have been extracted, computed or otherwise derived from the T1 

type data of the DM1 model. The provision of data of type F allows the central modelling system to 

have semantic capabilities, for example because the type F data may comprise variables connecting 

data samples to their meaning. It is possible for data type F to be a subset of data type T1.

Upon receiving by way of input a data record 310 compliant with data model DM1, the feature 

extraction component FE 301 returns a data record 320 compliant with the data model DM2 by 

transforming the T1 compliant part of DM1 into data of type F and extending the original DM1 

compliant record with the corresponding data of type F. The transformation of T1 type data into F 

type data may comprise any data processing that is relevant to the particular configuration of the 

system 100 (which may vary from application to application), but typically involves feature extraction. 

Any conventional feature extraction algorithm(s) may be used for this purpose. In this context the 

term feature extraction is intended to embrace any data processing technique capable of producing 

data (feature(s)) that is indicative of one or more characteristics of the data being processed. The 

extracted feature(s) (characteristics) can then be used to assess the similarity of data records.

Figure 3 illustrates a plurality of data of type T1 (311) being transformed into corresponding 

transformed data of type F (321) by the feature extractor 301. In this example, data of type T1 are 

organized into groups such that any two data from the same group are more similar than any two 

data taken from different groups. The corresponding transformed data 321 are similarly arranged in 

groups. In Figure 3, 10 data samples of type T1 are arranged into 2 groups of 5 samples each, and 

the same holds for the corresponding transformed F type samples 321. Arranging the data into 

groups is preferred for facilitating operation of the CM 410. In this example, each transformed data 

sample/record 321 is assumed to comprise first and second features, F1 and F2. More generally, the 

transformed data 321 may comprise one or more features. Each feature may be numeric but need 

not necessarily be so (e.g. it may be alphanumeric, or conform with any relevant code). More 

generally, each feature comprises data representing one or more characteristics of the type T1 data. 

Advantageously, each feature comprises data representing the semantics, or meaning, of the type 

T1 data.

Referring now in particular to FIG. 4, the central memory component CM 410 is the component of the 

central modelling system 210 that ensures the permanence of any stored data. For convenience the 

stored data is described herein as comprising data records, and this is intended to embrace the 

aforementioned data samples and any other data that may be stored by the system. Preferably, the CM 410 

comprises one or more data storage mediums 411, which can store data, in particular data 320 that 

are compliant with data model DM2, e.g. DM2 type data records that have been created by the FE 
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301 from corresponding DM1 data. The central memory component CM 410 exposes a data 

storage system interface 420 to give access to the data storage medium 411. The data storage 

interface 420 comprises a storage interface 421 which can be used to store in the data storage 

medium 41 1 any number of data records that are compliant with the data model DM2, and a 

retrieve interface 422, which can be queried to retrieve data records stored in the data storage 

medium 411.

In the illustrated embodiment, interface component 510 differs from interface 420 in that component 

510 is the interface of the whole central modelling system 210 whereas interface 420 is the interface 

of the central memory CM 410. In alternative embodiments, the central modelling system 210 may 

have more than one central memory CM 410, each one with its own semantic meaning, and all of 

them being accessible by interface component 510 via a respective interface component 420.

The preferred central memory component CM 410 also comprises a topological component TP 430 

that is a data selector which exposes a topological structure service 431 that the data storage system 

interface 420 can use as required. The topological component TP 430 allows a flexible selection of 

data by implementing topological primitives, e.g. for assessing one or more topological relationship 

between data records. In preferred embodiments for any input data record n with data of type F, 

any function m, and a reference real number value v, the topological structure service 431 can 

access the data storage medium 411 and select and return all the records r whose data of type F 

(the first element of the data model DM2) satisfies m(r, n) < v, and it may return a function to 

assess whether or not an F compliant data record lies within the set of all those points P for which 

m(P, n) < v is true. Function m may be calculation of the Euclidean distance, or more generally any 

function for determining a metric on the space of type F features, or any other function that 

facilitates data records being compared with each other. Typically the function m takes as input two 

data of type F and returns a real number. Hence, the topological component TP 430 may return 

data records that are within notional regions in the space of features of radius v centered in rj. 

Examples of possible outputs of the topological structure service 431 are illustrated as 432 in Figure 

4. These represent a function that is evaluated as “true” within a specified range of a given point and 

“false” otherwise.

More generally, the TP 430 is configured to, fora given data record, retrieve multiple data records from 

the memory 411 that it deems to be similar to the given data record. The notion of similarity may be 

determined in terms of closeness in the space of features.

Referring now in particular to Figure 5, the data storage interface 510 of the central modelling system 

210 provides access to the central memory component CM 410 and allows organization of the 

experience of the agents 910, as represented by data compliant with the data model DM1, in a 

consistent way that contributes to improving the autonomous agents’ performance in terms of power, 

bandwidth and reliability, as will be apparent hereinafter with reference to the modelling interface in 
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FIG. 11.

The data storage interface 510 includes the data logging interface 511 for storing data in the central 

memory component CM 410, and the data retrieval interface 512 for retrieving data from the central 

memory component CM 410. The preferred data logging interface 511 workflow is now described 

with reference to FIG. 5. Each data record 310 that is compliant with the data model DM1 that 

the data logging interface 511 is requested to store is passed to the feature extractor component FE 

301 which evaluates its features (i.e. determines one or more features of the data record 310 by 

performing any suitable feature extraction data processing) and returns (creates) a corresponding 

DM2 compliant record 320 comprising the same DM1 compliant record but further including the determined 

features (shown as F1 and F2 in FIG. 3) of data type F. The new DM2 record 320 is then sent to 

the storage interface 421 of the central memory component CM 410 and stored in the data 

storage medium 411.

The preferred data retrieval interface workflow is now described with reference to FIG. 5. Each 

request for data is performed by providing one or more samples of a DM1 compliant record 310 

(only one shown in FIG. 5) that is representative of a context of interest to the feature extractor 

component FE 301. The or each sample of the DM1 compliant record may be provided by any one 

of the agents 901, for example an agent that is requesting a new model, or an agent requesting a 

new model and from process 1220 of Figure 12. The context of interest is determined by the agents’ 

requests. In any event, the FE 301 evaluates the features of the or each record 310 and returns 

(creates) a corresponding DM2 compliant record 320 comprising the same record but further including 

the features of type F. The new DM2 record 320 is then sent to the retrieve interface 422 of the 

central memory component CM 410, which accesses the topological structure service 431, which in 

turn selects all the records r 320 stored in the data storage medium 411 whose feature(s) fr 

satisfying the relation m(fr, f)iv, (which for the purposed of illustrated are assumed to be the 

records 320 located within the broken line in FIG. 5). The selected records 320 are then returned by 

the retrieval interface 422 as response to the retrieve request.

Data records can be created by 2 different entities:

1) The agents 910 (see 1000, FIG. 10)

2) A Data Generator DG 1211 within a Continuous Data Revision 1210 functionality (see FIG. 

12)

Records from the agents 910 are generated in the real world, i.e. the environment in which the agent 

910 operates. Records from the DG 1211 are synthetically generated by the central modelling 

system 210 to enrich the global knowledge. For this reason, these data are preferably verified by 

exploiting the functionalities of the BDPSS 710 (see process 1220 of FIG. 12).
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Retrieve requests are mainly handled within the central modelling system 210. In the preferred 

embodiment, agents 910 request new models rather than new data. Nevertheless, the central 

modelling system 210 exposes retrieval interface 512 which can be used to access the memory 410.

When multiple agents 910 send their DM1 compliant data to the central modelling system 210 by 

means of the data logging interface 511, the central memory CM 410 organizes (advantageously 

according to the semantics of the data as represented by the extracted features) the received data in 

a manner that is compliant with the operation of the topological structure service 431 so that any stored 

data records can be retrieved together regardless of which agent 910 originally created the data. 

This organisation allows data, and thus experiences, to be shared amongst agents 901.

It is noted that while all data provided by the agents 901 is DM1 compliant, the respective T1 (and/or 

T2 type as applicable) type data for each agent may be different. For example, in home automation: 

a thermostat (being an agent 901) may send T1 type data comprising any one or more of: 

device kind, measured temperature, time of the day; and T2 type data in the form of a 

Boolean flag for heater on or heater off;

a sensor (being an agent) for an open window may send data T1 type data comprising any 

one or more of: device kind, a Boolean flag for window opened or window closed, and Time 

of the day, but no T2 data.

In both cases the agent 901 sends data which is DM1 compliant.

Referring now to FIG. 6, the modelling engine component ME 610 is described in more detail. In a 

simple embodiment, the ME 610 exposes a general-purpose data modelling system comprising one 

or more model trainer component MT 620. The model trainer component MT 620 provides 

functionality, exposed by a model trainer interface 621, for finding the parameters of a parametric 

model that suits, or fits, any given set of data. To this end, the model trainer component 620 may take 

as input:

310: a set of one or more data records that are compliant with data model DM1;

622: a parametric model Mp with one ormore parameters p, with Mp comprising a map of elements 

of the data type Ti to elements of the data model DM1, which may change its behaviour in 

accordance with the values of its parameters p;

623: a two-dimensional objective function O for comparing any two DM1 compliant data records 

and to produce a score representing the difference between the two records. The function is 

typically defined on the space of subsets of DMixDMi;

625: a preference relation for the (real) scores (shown as “less than or equal to” in FIG. 6 but could 

be any other relational expression);

624: an initial assessment (values) pi of model Mp parameters p;

and it returns a final assessment pf 6 2 6 of model Mp parameters p such that the initial scores s/ of 

objective function O evaluated on the input set of DM1 data records and on the results of the 
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parametric model Mp, with initial parameters assessment pi, evaluated on each data of type T1 of 

the input set of DM1 data records, are not preferred to the final scores sf of objective function O 

evaluated on the input set of DM1 data records and on the results of the parametric model Mp, with 

final parameters assessment pf, evaluated on each data of type T1 of the input set of DM1 data. In 

other words, the ME 601 ensures that the trained model has at least the same performance as the 

initial model. Preferably, the ME 601 ensures that after a training phase, the trained model is an 

improvement over the previous or untrained model. For example, if the objective function is an 

evaluation of mean square error then a model is preferred to another one if it has lower error. 

Alternatively, if the objective function is an evaluation of overall accuracy then a model is preferred to 

another one if it has a higher accuracy.

More generally, the ME 601 fits the parameters of a parametric model on the available data in order 

to produce a trained model that performs better than the untrained one.

A non-exhaustive list of parametric model Mp examples include: neural networks, statistical mod

els, probabilistic models, physical models, hidden Markov models, Markov chains, Parametric 

Planner Algorithms, manifold learning algorithms and dimensionality reduction.

FIG. 6 shows a trained model 630 that is a parametric model 622 along with an assessment of its 

parameters 624. The trained model 630 computes data 310 compliant with DM1 from input data 311 

of type T1.

Referring now in particular to FIG. 7, the behaviour default prevention support system BDPSS 710 is 

accessible through the behaviour default prevention support system interface BDPSSI 711, which 

may be included in the behaviourally secure modelling system interface 230. The main purpose of 

the behaviour default prevention support system BDPSS 710 is to ensure the quality of the 

models (which in preferred embodiments are parametric computational models) that are generated 

within orotherwise used by the central modelling system 210, thus preventing sources of behavioural 

default due to usage of these models, and reducing the risk that either the environment is damaged 

by the agents 910, or that the system functionalities are compromised. It is noted that in some 

embodiments the BDPSS 710 may be omitted.

The preferred behaviour default prevention support system BDPSS 710 comprises the following 

four major components: a data default prevention component DDP 720, a data revision system DR 

730, a modelling default prevention component MDP 740, and a model revision system MR 750. 

Both the DDP 720 and the MDP 740 execute automatized quality checks respectively on data sets and 

on trained models by means of a data quality component DQ 721 and a modelling quality 

component MQ 741 respectively. If one or more quality constraints dictated by the DDP 720 are not 

met, a request for data revision can be generated, conveniently by the DDP 720, which the data 

revision system DR 730 can then handle. How quality is assessed is dependent on the 

application. However, quality assessment may typically involve determining whether or not there are
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enough data to train a parametric model; determining if the retrieved data are relevant; and/or 

assessing if the parametric model is able to capture the relevant data complexity.

In FIG.7, process flow 780 is an example of a data revision request to the data revision system 

DR 730 through its data revision interface 731. Processing the request involves analysing samples 

(only one shown in flow 780) of DM1 compatible data and is handled by a polling system PS 760 

which, in the flow 780, passes the data to human field experts 771, who can revise the data and 

respond with new samples (only one shown in flow 780) of DM1 compatible data. Alternatively or 

in addition, the revision may be performed by one or more expert computer system 772. The 

experts 771, 772, whether human or machine experts, may be referred to generally as 

domain experts 770, and form part of the polling system PS 760. In any event, actions that 

may be taken by the expert(s) 770 typically include revising and overriding the T1 a nd/or the T2 

fields of at least one data sample, and/or to removing at least one data sample from the set.

Similarly, if one or more quality constraint dictated by the modelling default prevention system MDP 

740 is not met, a request to the model revision system MR 750 can be generated, conveniently by the 

MDP 740, which the model revision system MR 750 can then handle. In FIG. 7, process flow 790 is an 

example of flow triggered by a request to revise a trained model. The request is made to the MR 

750 via its interface 751. Processing the request involves analysing one or more model, in 

particular the model 622, and is handled by the polling system PS 760 which, as shown in the 

flow 790, passes the data to one or more domain expert 770, who/which can revise (or replace) the 

model(s) and respond with one or more revised model or a corresponding or compatible type. The 

preferred flow 790 is similar to flow 780 with the exception that the polling system PS 760 queries 

the experts 770 for the correctness of a model(s) that has already been trained and the experts 

770 return a new (or revised) trained model. All the relevant information is given to the experts 770, 

preferably including all the input of a model trainer system and its outputs (shown as 622, 310, 623, 

624 and 625 in FIG. 7). The experts 770 can then revise both the model and its trainer and the 

polling system 760 returns the revised trained model, conveniently via MRI 751.

FIG. 8 illustrates an example of the behaviourally secure modelling system interface 230. The 

behaviourally secure modelling interface 230 coordinates the functionalities of the centralized 

memory CM 410, the modelling engine ME 610, and of the behaviour default prevention support 
system 710 to produce models that are compliant with one or more requested behaviour standards. 

In particular, when the behaviourally secure modelling system interface 230 is asked to create a 

model based on a given set of data samples/records that are DM1 compliant Itr 31 0 the following 

flow 800 of steps is generated:

1. the data retrieval interface 512 gets from the central memory CM 410 all the data samples 320 

which are topologically close to Itr',

2. the behavioural default prevention support system interface BDPSSI 711 is requested to judge 

the quality of data samples obtained at step 1 (using any one or more measures of quality as suits 

the application);
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3. the data default prevention system DDP 720 evaluates the data samples by executing the data 

quality component DQ 721;

4. if the DDP 720 determines that the data samples are good (i.e. are deemed to meet one or more 

relevant quality constraint), then the next step is step 6, otherwise step 5 is performed;

5. flow 780 (FIG. 7) is performed to fix the or each data sample that is deemed not to meet the 

relevant quality constraints);

6. to be modelled, the data samples (including any fixed/revised data samples) are then passed 

to the modelling engine ME 61 0 through its data modelling system Interface 611 which calls the 

model trainer interface 621 of the model trainer MT 620;

7. the trained model is produced by the model trainer MT 620;

8. the behavioural default prevention support system interface BDPSSI 711 is requested to judge 

the quality of model obtained at step. 7;

9. the model default prevention component MDP 740 evaluates the trained model by executing the 

model quality component MQ 741;

10. if the MDP 740 assesses that the trained model is good (i.e. is deemed to meet one or more 

relevant quality constraint) then it is returned as an output (this is shown in FIG. 8 as trained 

parametric model 630 which comprises a parametric model Nq 622 and an assessment qn 624 of its 

parameters q);

11. If the trained model is not deemed to be good, flow 790 (FIG. 7) is executed and the resulting 

model is returned output (this is shown in FIG. 8 as trained parametric model 630 which comprises 

the parametric model Nq 622 and an assessment qn 624 of its parameters q).

The behaviourally secure modelling system interface 230 ensures that the resulting trained model is 

always compliant with the quality standards imposed by both the data default and modelling de

fault prevention module and in so doing so it integrates the possibility to ask for further help to revise 

all the relevant steps.

In preferred embodiments, the central memory CM 410 ensures that, when a new model is 

generated then all, and only, the relevant data are used to train that model. This naturally 

constrains the computational complexity, which can result in a better performing model because of, 

for example, shorter training time, higher model confidence, and lower model complexity to fit the 

smaller training set. Since the source of the data is not relevant for their selection, experience sharing 

between agents 910 is naturally exploited, advantageously together with the information gained by 

the polling system 760. FIG. 12 shows how a continuous data revision component CDR 1210 can 

optionally be included in the central modelling system 210 to continuously retrieve information from 

the polling system 760 to enrich, consolidate and validate agents’ 910 direct experience.

FIG. 9 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the, or each, autonomous agent 910. Typically, each 

autonomous agent 910 comprises a system or device comprising one or more sensors 911 for sensing 

one or more aspect of the respective environment 901 in which it performs. Each agent 910 typically 

also includes a core 920 (e.g. comprising a suitably programmed or configured computing device or 
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other processing device) in which all its logic (functionality) is implemented and executed. A 

communication module 912 is provided for interaction with the central modelling system 210 (via 

CB 211 in the present example). Each agent 910 may also include one or more output devices 

913 (shown as actuators 913 in FIG. 9) for interacting with the environment, e.g. for causing one or 

more respective effect on the environment.

In this context, the environment 901 may comprise a union of everything which is exogenous with 

respect to the respective autonomous agent 910, and which can directly or indirectly influence or be 

influenced by agent’s sensors 911 or actuators 913. The environment 901 may change over time, 

and a purpose of the autonomous agent 910 may be to pursue its goal while adapting to 

environment changes.

The sensors 911 can be any kind of device and/or software which can sense one or more relevant 

characteristic of, or from, the environment from which corresponding data (e.g. one or more data 

samples) representative of, or derived from, the sensed characteristic(s) are produced (either by the 

sensor itself or the core 920), the or each relevant characteristic being needed by the agent 91 Oto 

understand the environment as perthe model that it is being used to implement. In this context, the 

relevant data samples may not necessarily comprise raw data but may instead or in addition 

comprise processed data. Examples of sensors 911 include temperature sensors, light sensors, 

cameras, electrodes, sound sensors, current sensors, voltage sensors, pressure sensors, proximity 

sensors, IR sensors, UV sensors, touch sensors, gas sensors, chemical sensors, vibration sensors, 

flow sensors, radiation sensors, motion sensors and force sensors. Each agent 910 may have the 

same or different sensors as suits the application and/or the environment.

The output devices 913, when present, may comprise any device and/or software that enables the 

agent 910 to modify or otherwise interact with the environment. Examples of output devices 913 

include electrodes, cameras, heaters, audio source, light source, radiation source, mechanical 

actuators, electrical actuators, chemical actuators, speakers, VDUs or transducers. Each agent 910 

may have the same or different output devices as suits the application and/or the environment.

The preferred communication module 912 can communicate bi-directionally with the central 

modelling system 210 via communication channels supported by the CB 211, and typically includes 

equipment for ensuring secrecy and reliability of such communications.

The agent core 920 is typically embodied by a computing device and comprises a local memory 921, a 

data sampling unit 922, a model execution unit 930 and a synchronization unit 923. The local 

memory 921 may be any physical device that can store data and then can be queried to retrieve 

those data. The data sampling unit 922 typically comprises a suitably programmed or configured 

device and/or software for capturing data samples using the sensor(s) 911. The data samples may be 

stored in the memory 921. Preferably, for each new data sample that it generates, the sampling unit 
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922 can assess whether that data sample is worthy to be recorded within the local memory 921 or 

not.

The synchronization unit 923 generates data synchronization requests by, or in response to, 

which any data samples stored in the local memory 921 are sent to the central modelling 

system 200. The data sample transfer is handled then by the communication module 912, as 

illustrated by the schema of FIG. 10.

The preferred model execution unit 930 comprises a feature extractor FE 301, a model memory 931, a 

model evaluator 932 and a status assessment unit 933. The model evaluator 932 may comprise any 

device (typically a suitable programmed or configured computer or other processing device) that is able, 

for any one or more inputs, to execute a computational, or data, model and compute its output(s).

The feature extractor FE 301 extracts from a data record/data sample the or each the relevant 

features, which are then used by the status assessment unit 933 to predict if (at least in the near 

feature) the environment 901 will be well modelled by the current model, i.e. the model that is 

executed by the model execution unit 930. In the event that the status assessment unit 933 predicts 

that the performance of the current model is below, or will drop below, one or more 

performance levels, then it initiates a model update request, illustrated in FIG. 11, which is ulti

mately handled by the communication module 912, to the central modelling system 210 in order that 

a new mode be provided to the agent 910 by the system 210. If the model update cannot be 

satisfied, then the status assessment unit 933 may cause the agent 910 to perform in a manner that 

is considered a priori safe, e.g. adopt a safe mode.

In FIG. 10, generally indicated as 1000, two different agents 910 are depicted, agent 1 and agent 2 

respectively, each of which stores data records within their memory and then synchronizes with the 

centralised modelling system 210 using the interface 220. An example of a DM1 compliant record 

310 is shown at 1010, which includes T1 type data 311 comprising sensor’s data and/or agent 

status, and type T2 data 312 comprising agent’s action (for example).

Generally indicated as1020 is a conceptual representation of the CM 410 organized according to the 

values within transformed F type data 321 (being part of a DM2 compliant record 320) that 

comprises, in this example, two numerical features: F1 and F2. In 1020, DM2 compliant data records 

320 generated by both agent 1 and agent 2 are mixed, with respect to their features, with all the DM2 

compliant data records 320 received by all the other agents in the system. This is the base for 

sharing the experience through models which is illustrated in more detail in Fig 11.

FIG. 10 illustrates that the agents 910 interact with the central modelling system 210 by means of the 

interface 220. Their data sampling units 922 store in their respective memories data records 310 

which are compliant with model DM1. In this example, the type T1 data 311 comprises sensed data 

1001 and agent status data 1002, while T2 type data 312 comprises agent action data 1003. The 
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data records 1010/310 are retrieved from agent memory 921 by the unit 923 and sent to the central 

monitoring system 210 by the communication module 912 via the interface 220. This triggers the flow 

511 (FIG. 5) which stores the values in the CM 410. At 1020 it is shown by way of example how the 

DM2 compliant data records 320 generated by both agents 910 are organized within the CM 410 

according to their features 321.

In FIG. 11, generally indicated as 1100, it is shown how an agent’s model may be updated through 

the shared experience of all of the other agents in the system.

FIG. 11 also provides two graphical examples of an agent’s data records. The first example 1101 

depicts a current DM2 compliant data record 320 of the agent that is unsupported by the 

computational model being implemented by the agent 910. The second example 1102 depicts the 

records 320 retrieved by interface 512 as per process 800 of FIG. 8, where only the “relevant” DM2 

compliant records 320 are retrieved. From this example it may be seen how the data records 320 

generated by agents other than the one under consideration are used to train its model, thus 

exchanging experience between agents without exchanging data records between agents. 

Moreover, only the data records 320 which are similar (relevant) to the current record are used to 

train a new model thus saving time and computational power.

When the status assessment module 933 of an agent 910 recognizes that what the agent is sensing 

are not supported by the computational model(s) 630 which are in agent’s model memory 931, it 

requests an updated model via its communication module 912 and the interface 230. This initiates 

the flow 800 of FIG. 8, which creates a new computational model 630, which is preferably verified in 

all its steps. The new model 630 can then be sent back to the agent, which stores the new model 

631 in its model memory 931, and updates the status assessment module 933.

At 1010 the data record 310 is depicted within the CM 410, as result of the agent sending the DM1 

data record 310 triggered by module 933. In this picture, the warning condition detected by the agent 

has a clear correspondence within the memory 410.

The illustration 1102 highlights the result of the topological query within flow 800 where only the data 

records 320 in CM 410 similar to the agent’s current record 320 are selected to train a new model 

630. Illustration 1102 depicts also that the data used to produce the new model, because they are 

relevant for the current status of the agent, have not necessarily been generated by the agent itself.

As a result of the topological organization of the CM 410, each agent 910 receives computational 

models that are appropriate for the environment that the respective agent is truly sensing. This 

allows constraint of the computational complexity of the models, specializing each agent to its 

environment, and efficiently sharing among agents only experience and not data records.

With reference in particular to FIG. 12 the continuous data revision component CDR 1210 may 

comprise a data generator DG 1211. The continuous data revision component CDR 1210 on a regular 
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basis scans the central memory CM 410 searching for possible sources of problems to eventually 

address by means of the data revision system DR 730. The data generator DG 1211 can generate 

data records that are DM1 compliant and similar(i.e.statistically close by whatever metric is being used) 

to the relevant data record in the relevant portion of the central memory 410. To this end the DG 1211 may 

be configured to transform type F data into DM1 compliant records 310.

In FIG. 12 process flow1220 shows how the data generator DG 1211 may generate data records 310 

compliant with the DM1 datatype, which are then be passed to data revision system DR 730 

through its interface DRI 731. Data are then passed to the polling system 760 for revision by 

triggering a 780 flow. Finally, the revised data, originally generated by the data generator DG 1211, 

are added to the central memory CM 410. Hence, the central memory CM 410 content can be 

continuously enriched with trusted data. Even if data samples do not come from any agent’s 

sensors, they have been revised by the polling system 760 and so, their feasibility and correctness 

has been positively assessed.

With reference to FIG. 13 the modelling engine ME 610 may optionally include a trained 

model encoder component 612, a trained model memory 613 and a model tester 614. The trained 

model encoder component 612 extracts relevant features to identify a training made by the 

modelling engine ME 610 in such a way that it can be stored in the trained model memory 613 and 

retrieved in accordance with its features. The model tester 614 can benchmark a new trained model 

against old trained models having intersecting supports. The purpose of the memory 613 is to store 

trained models and organize them in such a way that it simplifies the identification of previously 

trained models on data sets which are close to the actual ones 1302.

The set of features that achieve this functionality may comprise but is not limited to:

1) The parameters of the topological query which produced the data set

2) Some hash function of the data set

3) Statistics on the model’s performance, e.g. the expected error

Each model is advantageously trained on a subset of the whole memory. The subset is identified by 

the flow 800 which ultimately uses the topological module to describe it analytically as the set of all 

data records those satisfy m(*, fr) < v. This identifies the region of the memory 410 which the model 

630 is meant to model.

In FIG. 13, 1301 shows a trained model 630 which is memorized within memory 613. The model 
encoder 612 has the same functionalities as the topological module 430 within the CM 410, but it is 

specialized to deal with trained models rather than data records. 1302 shows a functionality of the 

model’s memory 613, which can be queried to retrieve the trained models 630. 1303 shows the 

model tester module that can assess which of the two input trained models 630 is better to model the 

input data records 310.
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With reference in particular to FIG. 14 continuous data revision CDR used jointly with the extended 

modelling engine can generate better models independently of the agents’ needs (new model 

requests) which can then be sent to the agents. FIG. 14 depicts new data records 320 generated by 

flow 1220 which affect the model 630 used by one agent 910 and if the new model, i.e the model 

trained also on the new data, is better than the old one then the new model is pushed to the agent 

and then substituted for the old one.

When new data records 320 are added to the CM 410 by means of process 1220, the centralised 

modelling system 210 identifies all the agents 910 that have a model which can be improved by 

considering these new data. The central modelling system 210 then computes new models 630 by 

means of process 800, and if they are an improvement on the ones which are hosted within the 

agents 910, then central modelling system 210 pushes them to the respective agents.

In cases where the central modelling system 210 must respond to a new model request within a fixed 

amount of time, agents are configured to adopt a safe mode if a response is not received within time. 

If the system 210 fails to provide a new model within the time constraints then the agent 

automatically switches to safe mode until the new model is returned.

Moreover, when needed by the application, the agent 910 can be directly controlled by the experts 

771 within the polling system 760. The system 210 ensures that updating the agents is as safe as 

possible for their environment. However, in time critical applications the agents can be provided with 

a safe mode model, which may cause the agent to act in a conservative and not necessarily efficient 

way. Whenever the agents cannot perform the flow in Fig. 14 within the time constraints of the 

application then, the safe model is used.

It will be understood that methods and components described herein or methods and components 

otherwise embodying the invention may be implemented in software, firmware, hardware, or a 

combination thereof as is convenient. In one mode, the methods or components are implemented in 

software, as one or more executable program, and executed by one or more special or general 

purpose digital computer(s), such as a personal computer (PC; IBM-compatible, Apple-compatible, 

or otherwise), personal digital assistant, workstation, minicomputer, or mainframe computer. The 

components or steps of the methods may be implemented by a server or computer in which the 

software modules reside or partially reside.

Generally, in terms of hardware architecture, such a computer will include, as will be well understood 

by the person skilled in the art, a processor, memory, and one or more input and/or output (I/O) 

devices (or peripherals) that are communicatively coupled via a local interface. The local interface 

can be, for example, but not limited to, one or more buses or other wired or wireless connections, as 

is known in the art. The local interface may have additional elements, such as controllers, buffers 

(caches), drivers, repeaters, and receivers, to enable communications. Further, the local interface 
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may include address, control, and/or data connections to enable appropriate communications among 

the other computer components.

The processor(s) may be programmed to perform the functions of the method or components as 

described above. The processor(s) is a hardware device for executing software, particularly software 

stored in memory. Processor(s) can be any custom made or commercially available processor, a 

central processing unit (CPU), an auxiliary processor among several processors associated with a 

computer, a semiconductor based microprocessor (in the form of a microchip or chip set), a 

macroprocessor, or generally any device for executing software instructions, a GPU, FPGA or 

artificial intelligence hardware.

Memory is associated with processor(s) and can include any one or a combination of volatile 

memory elements (e.g., random access memory (RAM, such as DRAM, SRAM, SDRAM, etc.)) and 

non-volatile memory elements (e.g., ROM, hard drive, tape, CDROM, etc.). Moreover, memory may 

incorporate electronic, magnetic, optical, and/or other types of storage media. Memory can have a 

distributed architecture where various components are situated remote from one another, but are still 

accessed by processor(s). The software in memory may include one or more separate programs. 

The separate programs comprise ordered listings of executable instructions for implementing logical 

functions in order to implement the functions of the modules. In the example of heretofore described, 

the software in memory includes the one or more components of the method and is executable on a 

suitable operating system (O/S).

The present teaching may include components provided as a source program, executable program 

(object code), script, or any other entity comprising a set of instructions to be performed by a 

computer. When a source program, the program needs to be translated via a compiler, assembler, 

interpreter, or the like, which may or may not be included within the memory, so as to operate 

properly in connection with the O/S. Furthermore, a methodology implemented according to the 

teaching may be expressed as (a) an object oriented programming language, which has classes of 

data and methods, or (b) a procedural programming language, which has routines, subroutines, 

and/or functions, for example but not limited to, C, C++, Pascal, Basic, Fortran, Cobol, Perl, Java, 

Javascript, Python, Go and Ada.

When the method or component is implemented in software, it should be noted that such software 

can be stored on any computer readable medium for use by or in connection with any computer 

related system or method. In the context of this teaching, a computer readable medium is an 

electronic, magnetic, optical, or other physical device or means that can contain or store a computer 

program for use by or in connection with a computer related system or method. Such an 

arrangement can be embodied in any computer readable medium for use by or in connection with an 

instruction execution system, apparatus, or device, such as a computer-based system, processor

containing system, or other system that can fetch the instructions from the instruction execution 

system, apparatus, or device and execute the instructions. In the context of this document, a
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"computer-readable medium" can be any means that can store, communicate, propagate, or 

transport the program for use by or in connection with the instruction execution system, apparatus, or 

device. The computer readable medium can be for example, but not limited to, an electronic, 

magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, device, or

5 propagation medium. Any process descriptions or components in the Figures, should be understood 

as representing modules, segments, or portions of code which include one or more executable 

instructions for implementing specific logic functions or steps in the process, as would be understood 

by those having ordinary skill in the art.

10 As used herein, the terms “computer-usable” and “computer-executable” as applied to for example 

instructions, files, modules, templates or any other component of the system, are intended to mean 

that the relevant component comprises one or more instructions that may be performed by a 

computer to implement the relevant function(s). The instructions may be suitable for direct use by a 

computer (e.g. machine code) or suitable for use by the computer after being compiled (e.g. source

15 code).

The invention is not limited to the embodiment(s) described herein but can be amended or modified 

without departing from the scope of the present invention.
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CLAIMS:

1. A computing system comprising:

a computer-implemented central modelling system; and

a plurality of agents in communication with said central modelling system, each agent being 

configured to operate in an environment in accordance with at least one computational model and to 

send agent data to said central monitoring system,

said central modelling system comprising:

at least one data storage device for storing

data representing at least one computational model and

a plurality of data records,

a feature extractor configured to extract features from said agent data, and

a modelling engine configured to train said at least one computational model using 

said data records,

wherein, upon receipt of said agent data from any one of said agents by said central modelling 

system, a corresponding data record is created and stored by said central modelling system, said 

data record including at least one feature extracted from said agent data by said feature extractor, 

and wherein, in response to a request from any one of said agents for a new computational model, 

said central modelling system sends to the requesting agent a trained computational model, said 

trained computational model comprising any one of said at least one computational models trained 

by said modelling engine on data records received from any of said agents and stored by said 

central modelling system.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein said trained computational model is trained on data records that 

are determined by said central modelling system to be similar to agent data received from said 

requesting agent.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein said central modelling system is configured to determine which of 

said data records are similar to said agent data from said requesting agent using said at least one 

feature of said data records.

4. The system of any preceding claim wherein the, or each, computational model comprises a 

parametric model with one or more parameters, and wherein to train any one of said parametric 

models, said modelling engine is configured to determine a respective value for the or each 

parameter using a plurality of said data records.
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5. The system of claim 4, wherein said modelling engine is configured to determine a respective 

value for the or each parameter by comparing said data records, preferably two at a time, using an 

objection evaluation function.

6. The system of claim 4 or 5, wherein said trained computational model sent to said requesting 

agent comprises data representing the respective parametric model and data indicating the, or each, 

determined parameter value for the parametric model.

7. The system of any preceding claim, wherein each instance of said agent data comprises a first 

element comprising data of a first type, and optionally a second element comprising data of a second 

type.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein each data record stored by said central modelling system 

comprises a first element comprising data of a third type and a second element, said second data 

element comprising data of said first type and optionally data of said second type, wherein said data 

of said third type comprises data representing at least one feature of said data of said first type and 

optionally of said data of said second type.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein upon receipt of each instance of agent data from any one of said 

agents, said central modelling system creates a corresponding data record in which said data of said 

third type comprises data representing at least one feature of said data of said first type included in 

the first element of the respective instance of agent data, and optionally of said data of said second 

type included in said second element of the respective instance of agent data, and in which said 

second element of said data record comprises said respective instance of agent data.

10. The system of any preceding claim, wherein said feature extractor is configured to process said 

agent data using one or more feature extraction algorithm to produce the or each feature for the 

respective instance of agent data.

11. The system of any preceding claim, wherein said at least one feature extracted from said agent 

data comprises data indicating at least one characteristic of the respective instance of agent data.

12. The system of any preceding claim, wherein one or more of said agents comprises a computing 

device comprising at least one sensor for sensing at least one characteristic of the environment, and 

wherein said agent data comprises data indicative of the or each sensed characteristic.

13. The system of any preceding claim, wherein one or more of said agents comprises a computing 

device comprising at least one output device for interacting with said environment.

14. The system of any preceding claim, wherein said agent data comprises data indicative of a 

status of the respective agent.
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15. The system of any preceding claim, wherein said agent data comprises data indicative of one or 

more actions of the respective agent.

16. The system of any preceding claim further including a system for controlling the quality of said at 

least one computational model, said quality control system comprising:

a model quality assessment system configured to determine if any one of said computational 

models meets one or more quality requirements; and

a model revision system configured to revise or replace any one or more of said 

computational models,

wherein, upon determination by said model quality assessment system that a computational model 

fails to meet one or more of said quality requirements, said quality control system sends data 

representing said failed computational model to said model revision system for revision or 

replacement, and receives from said model revision system a revised computational model or a 

replacement computational model.

17. The system of claim 16, wherein said model revision system comprises at least one expert 

computer system and/or at least one computing device of a human expert.

18. The system of claim 16 or 17 in communication with said model revision system across a 

telecommunications network.

19. The system of any preceding claim further including a system for controlling the quality of said 

agent data and/or at least part of said data records, said quality control system comprising:

a data quality assessment system configured to determine if any instance of said data meets 

one or more quality requirements; and

a data revision system configured to revise or replace any one or more instances of said 

data,

wherein, upon determination by said data quality assessment system that an instance of data fails to 

meet one or more of said quality requirements, said quality control system sends the failed data to 

said data revision system for revision or replacement, and receives from said data revision system 

revised data or replacement data.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein said data revision system comprises at least one expert 

computer system and/or at least one computing device of a human expert.

21. The system of claim 19 or 20 in communication with said data revision system across a 

telecommunications network.
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22. The system of any preceding claim, wherein at least one and preferably all of said agents are 

configured to adopt a default computational model in the event that said central modelling system 

fails to provide a new computational model within a time limit after being requested.
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